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About This Content

Launch your brain into the farthest reaches of the galaxy to take on a second wave of Invaders from Outer Space! Battle new
alien life forms like Shape Shifters and Retro invaders. Utilize an amazing arsenal of parts and weapons as you solve new

challenge levels and demolish extraterrestrials in your own devious experiments! Use velocity pads, EMP bombs, and Pushing
Beams and much more to construct your own masterpiece of chaos in out space!

Stunning HD graphics, extraordinary physics, particle effects, shadows and lighting you will see your experiments come to life
like never before!

Features

Extraordinary physics, particle effects, and active shadows, lighting and more! Stunning HD Graphics
Cool New Aliens: Shape Shifters – Hit these sleepy looking extraterrestrials with an electroshock and watch them transform

Choose between 5 types of Retro Invaders. Each mode has its own unique appearance and behavior

  Horizontal pong

  Vertical Pong

  Invader Reflet

  Retro Invader
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  Reflect

New forms of Destruction: Introducing the EMP and implosion bombs!
Directional Gravity: The Velocity Pad is a nifty new gadget that propels objects along a set path. Use it to create your own

patters of gravity in outer space
New Laser Action: Zap alien invaders into oblivion with Laser beams!

Cool Gizmos: Holo projector, Space beacon, Sun Colorizer, Antennae and 3 new Alien Symbols!
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Madrigals, bawdy jests and some of the biggest laughs I've had in ages. Just the Elizabethan diagnoses of the various patients'
illnesses (or problems not related to medical matters) are laugh-out-loud funny, but coupled with some stellar voice acting and
the gorgeous pop-up book presentation, this game is a real little gem as you take on the role of a real life 16th century London
quack doctor\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665astrologist and attempt to earn your medical licence through a cocktail of
horoscope flimflam, inference and sometimes just plain guesswork. I can't wait to see what the creator(s) of this game do next..
I played this game with a full 8 people, and none of us have ever played before.

First \u2013 We totally got our money's worth. The game was crazy ridiculous and chaotic, but we were able to keep track of
where our cars were, which is normally a big challenge in 8-player games (see: Towerfall-8). We were all laughing and having a
great time for 15 minutes or so.

Next \u2013 the bad.

The game does so much wrong, and if it fixed the stuff below, the game might be an 8-player game we want to play over and
over again.

* The 15th map was the only interesting one that forced everyone close together and had interesting choices.
* When your car becomes damaged, it literally crawls at a snail's pace. It doesn't just slow down a tiny bit, it barely moves.
* When 7 cars cross the finish line, it doesn't automatically end the game, which is terrible when the 8th car is damaged and
crawling. Ugh.
* The UI to actually select your car was difficult to use, and some car types are strictly worse than others.
* There is only one weapon, and you only get one shot with it.

This game is close to 8-player greatness, but some big mistakes are holding it back. Even still, more than worth it at a single
dollar!. really good game (: gamehouse did that. the plot was rlly entertaining and this game is just overall lovely. it has such
lovable characters and it's incredibly fun to play. it's also really addictive and getting all the achievements was easy. 10\/10
would play again and recommend <3. So much potential here. Got the game on sale for $5 and I feel that is acceptable for only
three levels. I hope there will be more levels or game modes added soon!. neat app, i think it is 2gb off my GPU, it says 6gb but
i think i have 8gb? small bug?
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This is a vary good DLC. There are quite a few scenarios from Bristol Templemeads, through the Severn tunnel and onto
Cardiff via Newport. Thee scenery is vary nice and the gameplay is vary smooth; I was getting from 25-60 fpm.

I enjoyed drving the green GWR Intercity 125.

I was 5 minutes late getting into Newport and was "fined" -1700 points in Career! Wow!

A great DLC that I recommend.. Very good game, easy achievement, and good music... This is a fun arcade-style game that you
can sink your teeth into and not get bored for a while. Something casual for me.. Swordfight-PvP! Not many opponents out
there, but it is cheap enough to convince your VR friends, to buy it, and get slaid! Totally worth the price!. Hi, my name is RoX.
So, you\u2019re thinking of purchasing Obludia and you are looking for advice. Well you've come to the right place. I know my
twin stick shooters, I love my twin stick shooters, and possibly could be considered the foremost authority on the genre and
Obludia, being of the twin stick genre was a must buy purchase for me.

Let me ask you the reader of my review one question, what part of the trailer looked "old school"? You don't have to give me
your answer, I bring this up only to provoke thought, because in my opinion about .01% of it was. Everything about this game is
poorly emulated "old school" all the way down to the sound! It feels and plays more like an Andriod "app" and well "apps" are
far from old school.

This is more of a question for the developers because I've been wondering if they have to pay royalties to Edmund? Before
going into this game I did expect some knockoffs but not to this degree! Seriously this has may have 1% of original content and
most like the only reason it has seen sales. Though *DO NOT* expect rogue-like in any sense of the word. There is very
little variety and they are generic.

The game feels like it lacks any forethought, balancing, or polishing, the A.I. is bland, power ups are not exciting, and
the fights are not epic but on the other hand it does have some pluses too.

First, it\u2019s a twin stick and it almost does it well but in no way does it feel complete. Seriously this should be in
early access still looking to add more content it but maybe that\u2019s where the developers are trying to pull off the
tag "old school".

The only other thing this game has going for it are the controls but there is nothing here to justify charging $10. Oh
yeah, I was able to recuperate $.80 selling the Steam trading cards and I\u2019m digging for positives now.

Bottom line, there is *MAYBE* $.79 to $.99 worth of content here and if this were still in early access and new content
was being added, and this was really being made into an "Arcade Style Shooter" we wouldn't be having this
discussion.. did not enjoy one bit controls are clunky you have to look which ever way you want to walk which is really
annoying especially when your sig zagging through a corn field. way over priced. thank god for steam refunds!. Police
Quest: SWAT 2 is one of the great early pioneers of squad based tactical game play. Protect and Serve with one of the
most elite SWAT teams in the country, the Los Angeles Police Department! Assemble your team with a wide range of
tactical gear and prepare for your mission accordingly. Train and fine tune your operatives to become the most elite in
the field. You will be able to deploy your teams based upon your mission needs. You will also be presented with the
option to negotiate and try to resolve the crises as swiftly and safely as possible. Recon, assault, breach and even snipe
to gain the advantages you need to neutralize the threat. Not only do you have the full arsenal of the L.A.P.D. SWAT
team at your disposal, but can also wreck havoc as the infamous terrorist cell known as "The Five Eyes." As The Five
Eyes, you will need to complete your mission objectives all while foiling L.A.P.D. SWAT. Police Quest: SWAT 2 is a
welcomed nostalgic addition to Steam that will be appreciated by the new and old gamer of tactical squad game play.
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